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A young mum with three little girls. Esther Taylor was given the
brief to create a modern sleek kitchen with classic colouring.
Esther created a grey and white high gloss kitchen with an accent
colour of purple which was used for the splashback and peninsular.
The worktop is caesarstone. She chose an easy to clean porcelain
tile on the floor and a high gloss finish on the kitchen units, also for
ease of cleaning with lots of sticky fingers around!
There was a garage adjacent to this room which was not being
used so Esther knocked through an opening between the garage
and soon to be kitchen.
The property is situated on a hill and therefore the floor level is
40cm lower than kitchen - by adding 2 steps, Esther was able to
make this work whilst maintaining an extra high ceilings in the
snug room.
She then introduced a pocket door between the 2 rooms thus
giving the client the option to close the room off or have it open
plan.
The basic pallet of grey and white was followed through to the
snug room although warmer textures were used in this room
including a grey carpet and a grey textured wallpaper
The follow on of palette links both of these rooms directly to each
other creating a space where there are two rooms that can also be
used individually or as one www.esthertaylordesign.com
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The Esther Taylor Design marble bathroom:
The brief was hotel glamour. It is fitted with beautiful solid
slab of Carrara marble. It was cut down to 90cm squares on
the floor and bigger panels for the walls. Great emphasis was
placed on matching up the veining when setting it out. As
a result, it now looks like one continuous piece. The fittings
are Villeroy and Boch. The total cost of the bathroom is in the
region of £28,000.
If you need further brands for the bathroom they are:
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Bath- Victoria and Albert
Toilet and B day – Saneaux
Taps – Hans Grohe
Sinks – Villeroy and Boch
Cabinetry – Bespoke
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